Effortlessly handle a variety of seeds at a TRUE metered rate.

Relax knowing the True Rate® vacuum meter can handle any size and shape seed with 99% accuracy at speeds up to 8 MPH. Simple, durable and serviceable design with only one singulator ensures maximum meter performance and low cost of ownership.

- Consistent 3 o’clock seed drop for zero velocity drop regardless of planter speed or population
- One easy to adjust singulator for all crop types to dial in singulation accuracy
- Engineered polymer seal provides long wear life and ensures consistent vacuum pressure
- Raised edge seed disc for zero contact seed drop on all slopes
- Quick crop changeover with a single button meter cover release and quarter turn quick release seed disc hub

True Rate vacuum meter seed discs

Color-coded seed discs allow you to plant different crops, seed sizes and populations.

- Corn & Large Sweet Corn 40 Cells
- Soybean 120 Cells
- Soybean 60 Cells
- Wheat 60 Cells
- Edible Beans (Pinto, Great Northern) 60 Cells
- Edible Beans (Black, Turtle, Navy) & Popcorn 60 Cells
- Sugarbeet/Milo 60 Cells
- Cotton 60 Cells
- Sunflower (2,3,4) & Small Sweet Corn 40 Cells

Superior singulation
One adjustable seed singulator for all seed types and sizes

Superior loading
- Seed pool shape promotes 100% clean out
- Seed channel ensures every seed cell is loaded, preventing skips

Authorized Dealer:

Learn more about the TRUE. BLUE. Advantage at kinze.com.
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